
 

 

 IID-ST607 
Swing Turnstile  

Brief introduction 
 
Made of 304 stainless steel, swing turnstile with nice and elegant shape, antirust , durable, 

Resistant to external damage. Rectangular box and brake lever to be a passage, provide 

orderly passage to people. Prevent illegal in and out. Arms off in emergency case .This item is 

widely used in station, subway, factory, office building, intelligent community, hotel, clubs, 

enterprise ,etc.  

 
Turnstile can integrated with various kinds of identification technologies, Sush as RFID 

reader, 2D bar code, Fingerprint reader, Face Recognition. 

 
Swing turnstile divided into 3 kinds of motor:1)Brush Motor 2)Brushless Motor 3)Servo 

Motor  

Sliding Turnstile 
  

 
 

Standard Functions & Features  
 
1. Alarm function: when arms are pushed by force illegally, alarm will be triggered 

automatically and arms will be set locked.  
Turnstile can check by itself when it is have problem, it is good for customer to maintain 

and use 

 

 

 

 

Technical Data  
   

Size  L1400*W280*H1000mm 
Weight  Single:65kg Double:85kg 
Material  Stainless Steel 304,SS316(Optional) 
Channel Width  600mm--900mm(Customize For More) 

Use Environment     Better Indoor 

Infrared Sensor     3-10 Pairs (Customize For More) 

Backup Battery      Yes 

Power Off     Open Automatic 

Speed 30-45 Person /Min 

Power Input     AC110V/220V 

Working Temperature 35℃– 60℃ 

Working Humidity  95% (No Freeze) 

Signal Input  Dry Contact/Relay 

Direction  One/Two Way 

Waterproof  IP65 

Communication  TCP/IP Or RS485 

Advantage  More Faster, More Elegant 

   



 

 

 

 

2. Turnstile can setting the working condition by press the button of main control board.  
3.Anti-pinch function: turnstile have Mechanical/ infrared induction Anti -pinch functions( 

when it is meet the hinder during the reset time, the electrical machine closed work 

automatically in specified time, the turnstile will default the delayed and reset again till reset 

succeed)  
4. The turnstile will closed the door when somebody enter the gate illegal, Tailgating or 

break into negative direction gate. 

5. Before received the open signal, the turnstile will lock automatically  
6. The arm have the collision avoidance function: when the turnstile arm closed, if it is 

under the collision, the arm will open to protect the Transmission of inner machine. 

7. Automatic Reset Functions: after you swap the card, during the specific time (the system is 10s), 

if you didn’t pass the turnstile, the system will cancel your authority automatically to pass the gate, 

(reset time is 1~60s you can adjust it what time is suit for you). totally meet the fire protection needs 

8. Infrared reset function (Optional:4 pairs or 6 pairs Infrared)  
9. The turnstile can work with door access control system/ consumption system 

/biometric recognition system/ ESD system and so on 

10. The turnstile is bidirectional (pedestrian can enter and exit from one pair of turnstiles)  
11. Can manager and long-range control the turnstile directly by managing the computer.  
12. Flashing light prompt function: it is convenient to find the turnstile problem by 

administrative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


